Bacterial pathogens are rapidly becoming resistant to almost all antibiotics (Nature 495, 141; 2013) . To make matters worse, the drug-discovery pipeline of new antimicrobials is almost empty (M. S. Butler and M. A. Cooper Curr. Drug Targets 13, 373-387; 2012) . The major funding bodies therefore need to give top priority to research into antibiotic discovery and resistance.
In a snapshot survey last month of the websites of 11 of the world's largest medical and scientific research-funding agencies (in the United States, Europe, Canada and Australia), I found none that allocated substantial grant money to antibiotic discovery or development, or to research on antibiotic resistance.
The 
Guaranteeing high standards takes time
My impressions from a 17-year tenure at the US National Research Council (NRC), part of the National Academy of Sciences, do not tally with Marjory Blumenthal's views of the academy's performance (Nature 494, 423-424; 2013) . The NRC's investment in procedures aimed at assuring objectivity, independence and scientific rigour is impeccable. Ensuring the credibility of scientific advice takes time. The process cannot be influenced by the impatience of advocates under pressure from their clients, despite today's expectations for rapid information. It would indeed be desirable for the NRC to be more "nimble", but not at the expense of its scientific standards.
I find it commendable that the NRC holds steady in its allegiance to fulfil its advisory role. In brushing over
Two sentences to impress
Roberta Kwok might have sold her message 'Two minutes to impress' more effectively if she had followed her own example and presented her points as a quick-fire "elevator speech" (Nature 494, 137-138; 2013 
Naples fire inflames rise in creationism
On the night of 4 March, unknown arsonists destroyed the famous City of Science centre in Naples. This shocking event has been publicly welcomed by some hardline creationists in Italy, who disapprove of the teaching of evolution at the centre.
However, the minister for education and research, along with the mayor and the regional governor, have agreed to reconstruct the buildings within two years. The founder of the City of Science, physicist Vittorio Silvestrini, announced that the centre will open new exhibition areas in the surviving buildings and gardens this week -backed by donors and other science museums. In the week after the fire, about 10,000 people from Naples marched in protest against the arson attack.
The conservative commentators who instead seemed to rejoice at the centre's destruction include the national newspaper Il Foglio, which applauded the flames as purification against the scourge of evolutionism -"a nineteenth-century superstition" destined to bring young people to "despair and simian behaviours". This inflammatory anti-Darwinism has been rapidly amplified on the Internet.
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